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Following are several instances and examples of a

APY IS
enthusiasm with his position as Global's ERDA/DNA Coordinator at TS

Kwajaiein that have either caused PASO some problem and S

embarrassment or surprise.

a

l. _ _ has apparently negotiated on an informal basis with

a Dick Foote at KMR for the ability of Dr. Knudsen to have referral

ere capability of exposed Marshallese patients at Ebeye to the

foie Kwajalein hospital. This arrangement should have been established

through a request from Dr. Conard to Mr. Stanley with an amendment

to the existing ISSA between ERDA/PASO and BMDSCOM. At the present

time H&N has received a billing from Global for $10.00 concerning

the first referral made by Dr. Knudsen to the Kwajalein hospital.

2.  .......at the direction of Jim and Kris, was asked to see if an

informal arrangement could be established to provide janitorial

oO service of the bunk trailer by a crew member in lieu of subsistence

an costs. Ted established this procedure. Due to“sore of the flak

( 4" caused by  _——C“<«Csi‘(i‘<sNs «after he was fired by Global as Captain of

Ay Liktanur, the corporateoffice in Oaklandof Global Associates

oi has taken issue with this. They request that crew costs for
fs

y beer

fa
/

subsistence be deducted from the pay checks of the crew and credited
fog

to the LCU billing and also that if other than normal janitorial ‘~

j

service is to be performed during a mission that an additional crew

member be hired to accomplish this work.
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3. 0 requested that PASO, through H&N, provide him with an open

. ended purchase order with Island Marine Co. at Ebeye to buy engine

150i parts as needed. We established a purchase order with Island

ae Marine on an '"'as required" basis. In a letter of transmittal to

pe _. we requested that he use the purchase order for emergency

Ue items only. showed the letter to the owner of Island Marine

*.who then wrote H&N and nearly declined the purchase order.

a,v1 1Subsequently, it was discovered that the owner of Island Marine

2 AY ifa yee p was also a Global employee in the marine department and actually
ct at

L ane repaired the ERDA boat engines. This, of course, presents a
oa »?

a conflict of interest that was not elucidated until late in the game.

“40 4. With purchase orders in general, Mr. Streenan (at the request

4 of Mr. Stanley) contacted Harry Hauck to investigate why Global

ce ‘ . . .
oe could not perform simple single procurement items from local
BY ? :

ee sources of an emergency nature in support of the LCU. Harry said f

that this capability has always been available and that he was of

ra
unaware that we had not been using it. Apparently, -has mis-

 

“
“

ye understood his company's ability or he has chosen to go another me *
J 4.

bh

route such as buying items himself and having H&N reimburse him

cd later. Harry Hauck also reported that it was not possible to
ee

ie pe, establish an open ended purchase order but that Global. could provide
“4 ny ‘Loy fo,
x ™, : : . oS he

ywoten procurement on an as required basis. He also advised that ™:..
yoke y!

e) © thas an attitude that he is "above" it all within Global and has
7 7) pe Gif

a (+* alienated several other Global employees.with his rush requests.
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5. has somehow managed to let it be known within the Army

Organization at Kwajalein that he is a spokesman for ERDA. Whenever

there is a problem of coordination and we catch the Army unaware,

they call Ted and take up the point with him. then will call

.) PASO with the information concerning how ERDA has "crossed" the Army

when in fact the Army should call PASO direct with their problem.

also has gleaned enough information from the various user

organizations transmitting Kwajalein to feel that he is an authority

On our projects and our position politically in the Marshalls. Ona

recent trip to Majuro he discussed several of our projects with the

Peace Corps Volunteers and the PC Director. PASO staff members have

had to correct misinformation and explain to the DistAd and the

DistAd's Rep (among others) that works for us through Global and

that he is not an ERDA employee.

6. PASO and ' have gotten into the habit of doing work via phone

and not always confirming either by TWX or letter. This has caused

a few problems of a minor nature such as requesting engineering

drawings on the rehab of trailers at KMR to be used on the LCU and

finding that the work is scheduled. Scheduling the work to be

accomplished and asking for recommended concept plans of rehab work

are two different things. A major problem occurred when the workon

the whole body counting trailer was 80% completed without written

authorization from PASO to schedule the work or written acceptance

of Global's proposal for rehabbing the trailer. In this particular

instance, PASO should have written to Mr.-McAfee concerning our

request and not informally requested it through Ted.

ne
ae ped
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7. has, in the last 6 months, not kept PASO staff members as

informed of problems as he did when he first began working for us.

Two examples of not informing PASO are: Prior to the FY 76 BNL ptf

March Survey, three feature films (borrowed from the recreation ‘y ( p04 ©

people at Kwajalein) to be shwon at Utirik and Rongelap were wot Keeut
cD Bice

stolen off the ship and therefore BNL cannot borrow films from wr {*,5c fone?
5OOH

Kwajalein any more. This came up last week when BNL again Submitted,A

an identical request for the FY 77 trip. The other example is theol

compressor motor aboard Liktanur (which steers the LCU) needs to be

replaced. Apparently, has been in correspondence with H&N since

September on procuring a replacement motor. PASO just learned of

this requirement three weeks ago when H&N brought it to our attention.

It is our interpretation that original pieces of gear on the LCU will

be replaced by the Army sources and that if it is not available,

PASO could then procure the item with later reimbursement from the

Army.

8. has done a very good job for us but he consistently gets

ahead of us and informs us of pieces of problems that arise at

Kwajalein. He is very enthusiastic about his job with us to the

point of using it as a power lead. In this way, he has alienated

his immediate supervisor while becoming very close with the command

people in the Army. This creates conflicts within Global when

will go over his own company and discuss ERDA-related problems

directly with the Army. In his main function at Kwajalein, which

1S monitoring the billings against the. LCU program, he has been
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very valuable in spotting incorrect charges or complete mis-billings.

However, even in this area he is slacking off. On the December

billings Jim had several questions which had missed or did not

realize were in the billings. He has had to do a great deal of

homework in providing us with explanations when in the past he had

always been more aware. Wart om” Uacatin Ww D ecemby/ ~ Some deusmte
wns Svomgreens,

9. In another area, . has become an entrepreneur at Kwajalein

and, it is imagined, makes off-the-record deals. One such example

is talking with the PC Volunteer on Wotho and establishing that

there is a requirement for supplies. He suggested directing the

LCU enroute to Enewetak to drop off supplies. The request came to

PASO from the DistAd Rep/KMR and we complied. The point is, we do .

not need additional business drummed up for Liktanur. The PCV.

should discuss a problem like this with Oscar DeBrum or the Director,

Peace Corps. The impression is that the deal was all set up then put

to PASO in such a way that refusal was not wise. The Liktanur cannot

become a field trip vessel as this would be interfering in TT

business and is out of our mandate area. Sow
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